
How to use Source Control with SQL Server 
Management Studio 

 

Prerequisite software 
 SSMS 
 RedGate Source Control 
 SourceTree 

We currently use Bitbucket as our SQL Server repo for BI. 

You should have been given a Bitbucket account and have that activated. 

Open SourceTree 

Edit Remote Repo and add your credentials. This will open up a secondary window in your 
browser asking for your permission for Atlassian to get details: 

 



 

At which point it should pick up the Repo you have access to. 

Now click Clone: 

 

If you loose the page just go to Clone and click the Remote Account hyperlink 

It should populate Sourcetree . Ensure that you change the destination path if neccessary and 
give the folder name as the Repo name (in this case bi-db-testdbforbb) 

 

 



You'll need to link to any other repos 

 

Now go into your local instance of SSMS and select the desired DB. Open the Redgate Source 
Control and go to Setup: 

 

 

Point to the correct folder: 

 

 



The Db node will then show a green ball (everything is the same as Master Repo) or a blue ball 
(you have differences to Master Repo) 

 

Now you're set up. 

Using Source Control 

Open your Jira task and change the task to Ideation/In Progress 

Now click the + Click Branch hyperlink under Development 

 

 

This will then take you through to Bit Bucket and pre-populate the fields with all the required 
data. Click Create: 



 

 

Now check it out to your machine, by clicking the Check out in SourceTree button: 

 
Now Check the branch out:  



 
Go back to SSMS and click the Refresh button on the right hand side.  
You will see that it now updates the branch to the latest checked out branch (in this case 
feature/BI-88-new-test-for-bi-sourcetree-integra):  

 
 

Push to Source Control 

Select your object to push up, ensure that you include some notes , starting with the Jira ticket 
number: 

 



 

 

First time it may ask for credentials: 

 

 

You can Commit using the RedGate Push function: 

 

 

Now go your ticket in Jira and click the node next to Development: 

 



 

Which will show: 

 

 

It will then show a Pull request window 

I would suggest ticking the Close Branch box to keep things tidy . Then click the Create Pull 
Request button: 

 

 

 

You should now get a confirmation window 



 


